BLACKBERRY MARKET PARKING
DURING APEX CONSTRUCTION | SEPTEMBER 2020

OUR PRO TIPS FOR NAVIGATING
PARKING DURING CONSTRUCTION!
TIP #1: Navigate via Park Blvd. Your best bet going
to be to drive north or south on Park and turn west
onto Hillside. From this direction you have access
to the majority of the closer and more accessible
spots.
Tip #2: Utilize the NEW Curbside Pickup Spots:.
We moved our picnic tables onto the parkway on
Hillside (in the grass in front of St Mark’s) in order
to add four new curbside spots. Also, there are still
two curbside pickup spots on Main Street. With
6 spots total for 15-minute curbside pickup parking,
we hope you will consistently have a spot to use to
get your online orders!

Tip #3: Enjoy the VERY BRIEF Walk. We have
timed it and it only takes 1-3 minutes to walk from
anything on Hillside, Forest, Phillips or Glenwood.
Also, due to the tent, there are typically spots on
Main Street south of the tent during the morning/
afternoon, which is worth checking if you don’t mind
making a 3-point turn to get back out! The commuter lots are also going to be free with plenty of spots!
Tip #4: Utilize Glen Ellyn Bible Church! GEBC is
graciously giving us 9 exclusive parking spots on
the far west side of the parking lot (the spots that
face Glenwood). We will have signs up on these
spots soon, but for sure if you haven’t found a spot
by the time you get to GEBC, you should be able to
grab one there.(THANK YOU GEBC!) Note: This is
for parking ONLY in these designated spots. And
ONLY available when there is not an existing event
(which signs will designate) at the church. Thanks,
we ask that you respect these requests.

